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LO: Identifying right angles in 
shapes 



Teaching points 

Shape 2 Yr3 

LO—Identifying right angles in shapes 

What is a quarter turn? 

If you turn a quarter turn it means you have turned 90 degrees in one direction. 

This is like facing the 12 on a clock and then ending up looking at the 3. 

What is a half turn? 

If you have turned half a turn then it means you have turned 180 degrees in one direction—
hopefully facing the opposite way to where you were standing. 

Like half of a clock. You may start off looking at 12 but then turn half a turn and you would be 
facing the 6. 

What is an angle? 

An angle is a measurement of turn, measured in degrees. 

What is a right angle? 

An angle of exactly 90 degrees. 

Right angles are represented with a square as opposed to other angles that use a curved line. 

 

 

 

 

What are the 4 points of a compass? 

North, South, East and West. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I always remember a little rhyme to help me—Never, East Shredded Wheat. 

What is clockwise? 

Clockwise is when you turn in the same direction as the hands on a clock. 

What is anti clockwise? 

Anti– clockwise is when you turn in the opposite direction to the hands on a clock. 
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Teaching points  

Measures—Money 2 Yr3 

LO—Converting pounds and pence 

Equal amounts? 

Amounts of money that are the same. 

 

What coins and notes do we have? 

Notes—£5, £10, £20 and £50 

Coins—1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1, £2 

 

How many pence in a pound? 

There are 100p in £1 

So, 300p=£3 

£2 = 200p 

 

Money can be written in different ways 

854p = £8 and 54 pence. 

£2 and 20p = 220p 

 

How to add the money. 

If you have a £1coin and a £2 coin a 2 x 20p and 1 x 10p and 3 x 2p. 

Add the £ coins first. So, in total you have £3.  

Then add the rest of the coins. Add the multiple of 10 coins first so you have 40+10=50p 

Then add the multiple of 1 coins. So you have 2+2+2=6p. 

Finally, add them altogether £3+50p+6p=£3 and 56p 

Or written as a decimal looks like this £3.56 

 

There are multiple ways to make a sum of money. 

To make 50p you could just use a 50p coin. However, sometimes you may not have a 50p in your 
purse/wallet so you have to use other coins.  

You could use 20p, 20p and a 10p. 

Or, ten 5 pence pieces. 

5p+5p+5p+5p+5p+5p+5p+5p+5p+5p 

You could use 20p, 10p and 5p and 5p.  

There are multiple ways you could do this -this is why adding mentally is such a good skill to 
learn! 
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Teaching points  

Time 2 Yr3 

LO—Hours in a day 

How many days are there in a week? 

7 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday. 

5 days in the week and 2 days in the weekend. 

How many months are there in a year? 

12 

January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, De-
cember 

How many days are there in a month? 

This depends on the month and sometimes the year.  

This rhyme will help you: 

30 days have September, April, June and November.  

All the rest have 31  

except February because he has 28 and 29 on a leap year. 

What is a leap year? 

A leap year happens every 4 years and we have an additional day—February 29th. 

How many weeks are there in a year? 

52 

How many days are there in a year?  

365 

What is a fortnight? 

A fortnight is a word we use when we are talking about 2 weeks. 

Hours in the day? 

There are 24 hours in a day. 

What is noon? 

Noon is the middle of the day—normally when we break for lunch 12 o’clock. 
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LO—Bar Charts 

 

Reasoning and Problem solving 

LO: Bar Charts 



 

Teaching points 

Statistics 2 Yr3 

LO—Bar Charts 

Remember bar charts need a title to explain what it is the bar chart is showing. 

They need two scales - one to label the x axis and one to label the y axis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The scale can change so make sure you read it properly. This bar chart above is going up in 10s. 

The scale on the bar chart below is going up in 5s.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When completing a bar chart you need to look at the data.  

What is the highest score you have? 

What is a sensible step each time? Sometimes it could be 2s, maybe 5s or even 10s like the one 
above. 

 

Y axis— How 

many desserts 

X axis—desserts. 


